SmartBorder ACI e-Manifest
Since 2007, SmartBorder has supported thousands of
highway carriers, freight forwarders, importers, and
exporters with an efficient, cost-effective solution for
managing ACE eManifest compliance.

Integrated
Reliable
Cost-effective

With the introduction of Canada’s Advance Commercial
Information (ACI) eManifest initiative, SmartBorder’s
technology offerings can now help you stay compliant on
both sides of the U.S. – Canada border.
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SmartBorder’s SaaS-based application allows you to handle the additional
workload of meeting the Canada Border Services Agency’s (CBSA) stringent new
requirements with minimal need for additional resources or significant
expenditure. Backed by our industry-leading training and support, 24 hours a day,
7 days a week, carriers and brokers across North America can rely on SmartBorder
eManifest to adapt to these new obligations quickly and without stress.

How You’ll Benefit


Make smarter decisions. Dig deeper with real-time reports that anyone can
create.



Save time. With our “pick and click” feature, you can set up SmartBorder with
all the necessary information prior to creating any trips, and reuse that data as
needed.



Get it right the first time. With hundreds of data checks, more keying errors
are caught before information is ever sent to CBSA.



Stay in the loop. With real-time feeds, you get immediate views of the status
of a current trip or shipment without having to navigate through several
screens. Receive emails or SMS notifications including ready to arrive



Data integration that works for you. Flexible data integration options that give
you the ability to integrate with our systems using EDI or web services.



Stay current. With our cutting-edge technology, you’ll always have the latest
version of SmartBorder every time you log in.



Easily resolve problems with our intuitive Transmission Viewer with Integrated
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Help for fixing CBSA rejects.

Features
Our ACI application has an intuitive, logical interface that makes sending your
data simple, fast, and easy. Designed from the ground up to specifically help
truck carriers comply with CBSA manifest requirements, our solutions are userfriendly and offer a number of specialized features, including:
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EDI Integration from freight forwarding and other applications (supporting
files such as flatfile, x12, edifact, etc.)



Template capability that reduces redundant keying by automatically
populating frequently used fields



Data validation functionality, which ensures accurate data in every
submission



Minimal internal IT support or investment



Highlighted fields for identifying required sections



Pick-lists to automatically pull up a menu of all your shippers, consignees,
products, trucks, and trailers



Auto creation of pick-lists from data imported in an Excel file



Direct connection to the CBSA networks for quick approval



Fully brandable for brokers, 3PLs and software resellers



System messaging from our support staff to notify you of any CBSA issues



Permanent storage of all transaction records and properties



Embedded training videos



Unlimited user access from any computer with an internet connection

SmartBorder AES



Next generation software technologies for higher speed and quality

SmartBorder ACE eManifest



Dashboard views show recent trips and shipments



Customizable trip and shipment watchlists



System defaults for faster trips and shipments



Support from experienced industry professionals
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About SmartBorder
SmartBorder is a powerful, SaaS (also known as ASP) application that does one
thing and does it better than any other solution on the market - it facilitates time
-saving, Customs-compliant importation of goods into Canada and the United
States.
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SmartBorder not only meets the filing requirements, but also provides additional
benefits to your cross-border shipping process. The SmartBorder suite of
eManifest products fit your business needs, including full or partial EDI
integration into your freight or ERP systems.
Contact us today to find out more about SmartBorder eManifest technology
solutions or set up an online demo.

